continuing education
Fundamentals of Dispersion Modeling. Trinity Consultants Incorporated of Dallas, Texas, is conducting
specialized training in dispersion modeling throughout 1996. Participants will learn the role of meteorology, why dispersion modeling is performed, and the
basis for estimating pollutant concentrations produced
by various source types. Training sessions will convene 13-15 May in London, England; 10-11 June in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; 9-10 July in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada; 23-24 July in Denver,
Colorado; 13-14 August in New Orleans, Louisiana;
16-17 September in Chicago, Illinois; 15-16 October in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 12-13 November
in Los Angeles, California; and 9-10 December in
Dallas, Texas. For information about tuition and registration, call the course registrar at 214-661-8100 or
fax to 214-385-9203.

tact Ward Seguin at 301-713-1768 or e-mail
wseguin@smtpgate.ssmc.noaa.gov.
Windshear and Windshear Alert Systems. A threeday workshop will be held in mid-November 1996 in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The workshop will be
sponsored by AMS's Committee on Aviation, Range,
and Aerospace Meteorology and by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The workshop will feature briefings by FAA personnel, technical presentations, panel discussions, invited presentations, and
open discussion sessions. Papers are solicited for the
technical sessions on all aspects of windshear and
windshear alert systems, including research, meteorological observations, generation and dissemination
of alerts, system performance, and benefits to users.
Abstracts should be submitted no later than 1 May
1996 to Windshear Workshop, Federal Aviation Administration, AND-420, 800 Independence Ave. SW,
Washington, DC 20591. For additional information,
contract Dave Sankey; telephone: 202-366-4437; fax:
202-366-4458; e-mail: dsankey@mail.hq.faa.gov or
Lynn Sherretz; telephone: 303-497-5580; fax: 303497-6301; e-mail: sherretz@fsl.noaa.gov.

Forecasting Techniques. The workshop "Back to the
Future: Old and New Forecasting Techniques" will
take place on Wednesday, 19 June 1996, preceding
the 25th Conference on Broadcast Meteorology,
which will be held 20-22 June. The focus of the workshop will be on operational meteorology, including
model errors and biases, model supplements, future
models, and up-to-date forecasting tools and techniques. Tammy Garrison and Paul Gross, cochairs,
plan to include specific case studies of model successes and failures. For additional information, contact AMS Headquarters, 45 Beacon St., Boston, MA
02108; fax: 617-742-8718; e-mail: amsmtgs@
ametsoc.org.

NIDS Training. Two-day training sessions on
NEXRAD Information Dissemination Service (NIDS)
products are being offered regionally around the country by Unisys Weather Information Services. Training subjects include radar theory, NIDS products, and
applications. For more information, contact the Unisys
NIDS Training Coordinator at 610-444-2400.

Heavy Precipitation
Workshop. The National
Weather Service will sponsor the Fifth National
Heavy Precipitation Workshop in State College, Pennsylvania, from 9-16 September 1996. The focus of
the workshop will be on observing and forecasting
precipitation and its application to flash flood and river
forecasting. The structure of the workshop is designed
to address the end-to-end forecast process and its individual components. For further information, con-

Submission Information. All organizations are invited to submit programs for inclusion in the Continuing Education column. Please send submissions to
Bulletin News Editor, AMS, 45 Beacon St., Boston,
MA 02108; fax: 617-742-8718; e-mail: jburba@
ametsoc.org. Please include the following information: program title, brief description, and contact information (address, telephone and fax numbers, and
e-mail address). •
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This new barometric pressure transducer
combines low cost with
extraordinary on-the-job
performance
Only Setra could pack this kind of
accuracy (0.25% FS) and this kind
of long-term stability(<0.25% FS,
6-months) into a transducer package
so small... for a price
so low!
Why? Because only
Setra can offer Setraceram™ an ultra-stable
capacitive sensor that, along with
a unique, linear ASIC, provides
exceptional ruggedness, simplicity
and precision.
With extremely low power consump-

tion, the Model 276 is ideal for
low-pressure measurement jobs such
as environmental monitoring,
cleanroom pressure compensation,
weather and environmental data logging,
automotive emissions
testing, etc. Ranges; 600
(and 800)-1100 mb,
and 0-20 psia (absolute). A 1/8"
push-on pressure fitting and a
simple mounting bracket make
installation easy. Many available
performance options.
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Editor's note: The Society's
award for exceptional long-term service by persons engaged in weather
forecasting activities, generally
awarded annually, is named in
memory of Charles L. Mitchell. The
April 1971 Bulletin contained his necrology, written by Jerome Namias,
who worked in close physical proximity to Mitchell
for some time. The necrology follows.
Charles L Mitchell
1883-1970

Meteorology lost one of its "greats" last December 14 when Charles L. Mitchell died at the age of 87
in Washington, Pa. Mr. Mitchell was one of the
world's most distinguished weather forecasters. He
was the first recipient of the American Meteorological Society's Award for Outstanding Service by a
Weather Forecaster. His reputation for excellence in
prediction will continue to inspire forecasters for gen-
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erations to come, just as he inspired his contemporaries as well as fledgling meteorologists during his active career of well over a half century, 46 years of
which were spent in the United States Weather Bureau preceding his retirement in 1950. He had a strong
influence on young forecasters, not because of his high
government position, but because of the high accuracy of his predictions and because his comments and
criticisms were usually made before and not after the
fact. He made effective use of remote data and upperair observations, and other newly developed sensing
techniques. This influence on other forecasters also
resulted from his likability, his uncompromising dedication to scientific truth once it had been demonstrated
to his satisfaction, and his sense of humor. He loved
to coin humorous phrases satirizing some highlytouted new meteorological panacea. Although most
of his career was spent in making short-range forecasts, he took an active interest in extended forecasting and, indeed, inaugurated general outlooks which
were issued on each Sunday for the following week.
In World War II his experience was used by the military services to make extended forecasts for convoys,
invasions, and other maneuvers. His contributions in
forecasting for the North African Invasion won him
a citation from the Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox.
Although his time was largely occupied on the
treadmill of forecasting, he was one of a now-vanishing breed who also contributed to research. His study
of West Indian hurricanes, published as a Supplement
of the Monthly Weather Review in 1924, remains a
classic. He took pride in and was well known for his
painstaking work in tracking a synoptic scale disturbance around the entire hemisphere {Monthly Weather
Review, January 1930)—a work which undoubtedly
lured him into extended forecasting. He was able to
make uncannily accurate inferences from individual
station weather reports at mountain observatories and
other far-flung outposts. He was decidedly not merely
an "isobaric geometrician."
Mr. Mitchell felt that "weather forecasters are
born" and that objective procedures should never
completely replace human judgment. This philosophy
was the outgrowth of convictions obtained well before the advent of operational numerical weather prediction. Although numerous forecasters, would-be
forecasters, and especially many theoreticians disagree with this philosophy and are defaulting to the
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machine, it is the
writer's impression
that the world's best
forecasters, like Mr.
Mitchell, still feel that
no substitute has been
found nor will ever be
found for the "manmachine" mix.
Charles L. Mitchell
was born in Dunningsville, Pa. He graduated in 1901 from the California
State College at California, Pa., a school which in
1967 honored him as an "illustrious Californian."
After a short stint in teaching, his career in the
Weather Bureau began at Tampa, Fla., in 1904. He
served his apprenticeship at several locations and
commenced his major forecasting activities in Chicago, where his aptitude and ability led to his selection to the prestigious post of district forecaster at
Washington, D.C. In addition to routine forecasts, he

was called upon for all sorts of national weather predictions including those for Presidential inaugurations.
Regrettably, much of Mr. Mitchell's know-how
was never distilled in the form of a text. This was in
keeping with his philosophy that the subject of forecasting was better assimilated by doing than by studying textbooks. Even today one ponders, as he did,
whether better methods can be found in our universities for teaching forecasting than are generally employed. I am sure Mr. Mitchell thought so, even
though he recognized the great value of basic meteorological courses. Thus, while some will mark Mr.
Mitchell's death as the "passing of an era," when forecasting was more of an art than a science, we shall
never lose sight of the example he set in judiciously
blending subjectivity and objectivity. Nor will meteorologists lose sight of the universal pertinence of his
philosophy.—Jerome Namias. •

Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 52, 257.
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Measure The Wind With No Moving Parts
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wind with no moving
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electronic design
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and 360° range.
Measured values
are interfaced via
RS-232 or are transmitted as 0...10V dc.
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heating automatically clears
ice, frost and dew from the
WNT, maintaining operation
over a -20° to +70°C range.
The WNT operates in demanding
environments and requires no maintenance.
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